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additional information from Hans Rosenfeld

MAX ROSENFELD
merchant in Schopfloch
born 10 Feb 1857 Schopfloch, died 09 Sep 1930 Schopfloch (grave 0021)
parents = Heyum Loew Rosenfeld + wife Jette nee Enslein

married 23 Aug 1887

LINA LAMM
born 25 Aug 1866 Schwabach, died 26 Dec 1946 Israel
parents = Levi Lamm + wife Fanny nee Bieringer

CHILDREN (all born in Schopfloch):

(01) HEINRICH 20 Feb 1889 - 16 Jan 1957 (died Rochester NY USA)
lived in Nuernberg, the emigrated to USA
married before 1928
Irma Mannheimer from Osheim
21 Oct 1898 - ? (died in Rochester NY USA)
couple had two daughters (born in Nuernberg) =
(a) Lisl Rosenfeld 20 Mar 1928 - ?
married before 1953
Henry Frank in Karlsruhe
20 Feb 1921 - ?
couple emigrated to Vineland NJ USA
(b) Alice Rosenfeld 10 Apr 1930 - ?
married before 1956
Mortimer Glickman in Far Rockaway NY USA
22 Nov 1927 - ?

(02) SIEGFRIED (FRED) 02 Jun 1890 - 22 Feb 1948 (died Rochester NY USA)
lived in Nuernberg, then emigrated to USA
married before 1924
Steffi Rosenfeld from Crailsheim
03 Nov 1900 - 19 Nov 1966 (died in Indianapolis)
after Fred had died, widow Steffi married
Mike Hirschfeld

(03) HERMANN 24 Dec 1891 - ? (emigrated to Buenos Aires)
factory owner in Schopfloch
married before 1924
Anni Nussbaum from Altenmuhr
15 Nov 1899 - 5 Jan 1982 (died in Buenos Aires)
parents = Jakob Nussbaum + Mathilde nee Zollfrei
couple had a son =

Hans Rosenfeld
born 06 May 1926 in Schopfloch
married (1) in February 1949
Susana Franchini  
born 11 Jun 1929 Buenos Aires  
moved (2)  
Hildegard Mohr  
born 25 Aug 1923 New York

(04) IDA  
19 Jul 1893 - 11 Aug 1956 (died in Jerusalem)  
moved before 1920  
Josef Mayer from Darmstadt  
02 Apr 1881 - 12 Dec 1858 (died in Jerusalem)

(05) JUSTIN  
15 Apr 1901 - 14 Jul 1847 (died Rochester NY USA)  
moved before 1939  
Sophie Gusta Kofler  
09 Feb 1904 - ?  

after Justin had died, widow Sophie married  
Jack Lustik